Summary: Efforts to find a South African or International Psychiatric or Psychological Organisation or Psychiatrist or Psychologist Professional whose Organisational or Individual Professional Ethics compel them to (i) base their psychological social conflict mitigation and reduction management therapy practice based upon Ecological Reality Facts; and (ii) testify under oath to observable Ecological factual reality in any court of law.

Ecological Reality Facts being: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and non-renewable resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
3.A  David Hoffman and APA: Does Hoffman Report Review sincere Conflict problem solving focus; or is it a bullshit the public relations event?

3.B  Jean Maria Arrigo: Peat Intel: Director and Coalition for an Ethical Psychology: Spokesperson: Re: Whether Hoffman Report Review has a sincere conflict problem solving focus; or is it a bullshit the public relations event?
David Hoffman: American Psychological Association & CIA Torture Ethics Review Report:

Correspondence to David Hoffman and APA: Does Hoffman Report Review sincere conflict problem solving focus; or is it a bullshit the public relations event?
Subject: Hoffman APA Review Report: Sincere conflict problem solving focus; or bullshit the public relations event?
CC: Torture Orgs: Intnl Rehabilitation Council for Torture Victims (irct@irct.org); Freedom from Torture: Scotland (scotland@freedomfromtorture.org); Northeast (northeast@freedomfromtorture.org); Northwest (northwest@freedomfromtorture.org); West Midlands (westmidlands@freedomfromtorture.org); Yorkshire: Gill Newman (gnewman@freedomfromtorture.org); Center for Victims of Torture (CVT@CVT.org); Jordan (info@cvt.org)

CC: Gen Martin Dempsey: Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff; Gen John Mulholland: US Army Special Operations Command

BCC: GMC 4643-13 applicants and observers

APA Board of Directors and Mr. David Hoffman:

Hoffman APA Review Report: Sincere Problem Solving focus; or Bullshit the Public Relations event?

Could you clarify: Allegedly you were hired to conduct a “definitive” and “thorough” investigation into the APA’s alleged ‘ethical concerns’ about Mr. James Risen’s allegations as to APA members involvement in national security torture practices. You were mandated to consider all relevant evidence, and to report what happened and why; by going “wherever the evidence leads” and to be completely independent.

I have not read your entire report only perused it and did some keyword searches; because I am not sure whether the APA’s motives to ask you to review these issues is remotely sincere in terms of giving a fuck about ‘ethics’ or ‘sincere problem solving’ of national security related matters. As Michael Ruppert [Collapse1 & Apocalypse Man2] would say: What do you want?3

For example: There have been numerous psychologists who have written critical psychiatry books and documentaries; which expose the DSM as fraud. The APA was not remotely concerned about asking any lawyer for an Independent Review of the allegations in those books or documentaries.

Perhaps you are unaware of them:


Critical Psychiatry Documentaries: Political Psychiatry, Social Control and Big Pharma; Psychiatry is a Fraud; The DSM: Psychiatry’s Deadliest Scam; Psychiatry: An Industry of Death; Age of Fear: Psychiatry’s Reign of Terror; Psychiatry in the Military: The Hidden Enemy.

Hence my question: Are you and the APA (a) ‘buck stops here’ sincere about formulating an psychological ethics definition and cooperating in national security problem solving matters; or (b) engaged in a bullshit the public relations image management campaign of “Lets pretend the APA and Sidley Austin LLP give a fuck about psychological ethics and national security problem solving; while doing sweet fuck all about the root Masonic right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits social contract causes of -- military, economic, cultural, religious, racial, cultural, psychological -- resource war conflict” media event?

If you are APA ‘buck stops here’ sincere about formulating a psychological ethics definition based upon Ecological Factual Reality; and cooperating in national security problem solving matters:

May I suggest it would significantly enable your task if you articulate a clear definition of ‘national security’; based upon Ecological Reality Facts; not Flat Earth toothfairy thumbsucking. The EoP definition of ‘national security’ can be found at EoP supporters: in the conditional cooperators supporters oath.

---

4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UA71wfk0ctc
5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhC6hUZJJ0
6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PcuuhJ1BaMk
7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5dSZnbugpc
8 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hj49xDEExw
9 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHC2wH_iGYM
10 http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-supporters.html
Kindergarden psychology would inform any individual that it is not possible to solve any problem; if you are not willing to take personal responsibility for personally and professionally confronting the particular problem.

How the fuck does the APA’s so-called ‘mental health’ movement propose to do anything about solving psycho-social conflict; resulting from resource war conflict; when you refuse to find your goddamn intellectual and ethical spines and confront Ecological Reality Facts?

If you require a list of Military Intelligence Reports explicitly documenting overpopulation and overconsumption as root causes for resource war conflict; I have compiled such a list of documents; which may be found at Military Gospel According to Homer Lea11.

Please find attached the legal correspondence I sent to hundreds of South African and International Psychologists and Psychiatrists and their professional membership organisations, including the American Psychological Association; in my efforts to find a South African or International Psychiatric or Psychological Organisation or Psychiatrist or Psychologist Professional whose Organizational or Individual Professional Ethics has compelled them to (i) base their psychological social conflict mitigation and reduction management therapy practice based upon Ecological Reality Facts; and (ii) testify under oath to observable Ecological factual reality in any court of law.

Ecological Reality Facts being: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and non-renewable resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.

Would it surprise you that so far I have not been able to find one psychologist or psychiatrist on planet earth whose organizational or individual professional ethics has compelled them to (i) base their psychological social conflict mitigation and reduction management therapy practice based upon Ecological Reality Facts; and if so; (ii) inform me of where and when and how often they have testified; to observable Ecological factual reality in any court of law; such as for example on behalf of Environmental Activists or Race Relations Dispute Resolution activists to help to problem solve resource war conflict; at its root cause; by providing Judges with Ecology of Peace Factual Reality facts to enable them to help to amend the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ errors in the Masonic War is Peace social contract.

I also have not been able to find any bleeding heart do-good liberal ‘civil rights’ blah blah blah bullshit Flat Earth Race Relations expert academic who thinks non-Europeans are psychologically equal to Europeans; and capable of (i) responsible ecologically literate procreation; (ii) engaging in a sincere mainstream media public discourse conversation about responsible ecologically literate procreation; (iii) voluntarily (i.e. nonviolently) agreeing to the implementation of an international social contract restricting all the worlds citizens to breeding below carrying capacity limits. See: Race Relations Experts Info Request PDF12.

11 http://sqswans.weebly.com/military-gospel.html
Pardon my ‘in your goddamn faces’ language; none of the psychologists so far contacted appear to give a fuck about listening to civil discourse questions and correspondence.

If you are not APA ‘buck stops here’ sincere about formulating a psychological ethics definition based upon Ecological Factual Reality; and cooperating in national security problem solving matters: My apologies for wasting your time.

A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in: *EoP v WiP NWO negotiations Legal Correspondence to International Psychiatry and Psychology Organisations* [PDF13].

Respectfully,

Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF14)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

**GMC 4643 Lara Johnstone v Brad Blanton Applicants & Observers:**


*Observers:* Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit; David Coombs Office; Zbigniew Brzezinski; Major General Dana Pittard; Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster; John W. Whitehead; Donald Rumsfeld; USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn; Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs; Holy See in London – Nuntius; Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary; Arif Hasan Akhundzada; USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base.

---

TO: Eli Elihu: Silver Square Lodge #791; TO: English Democrats: Steve Uncles
CC: Request Asst of Counsel [PDF]; Psych: APA Review: Psych Ethics [PDF]; Donald Rumsfeld [PDF] & Oklahoma City Bombing: Prosecutors and Accused Counsel [PDF]; Radical Honesty Fraud: Prosecutors [PDF]; PM Benjamin Netanyahu [PDF]

Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 4:03 PM

Subject: Publication of EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli Elihu; (ii) English Democrats: Steve Uncles

18/12/2015 Edit: Oklahoma City Bombing PDF link added

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]

Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 4:03 PM

To: Eli Elihu'; 'Mr. Steve Uncles'; 'Kevin Riddiough'; 'British Democrats: Andrew Brons'


Subject: Publication of EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli Elihu; (ii) English Democrats: Steve Uncles

PRH Update:

[...]

Original:

TO: Eli Elihu: Silver Square Lodge #791
TO: English Democrats: Steve Uncles

CC: Request Asst of Counsel
CC: Donald Rumsfeld & Oklahoma City Bombing: Prosecutors and Accused Counsel
CC: Radical Honesty Fraud: Prosecutors
CC: PM Benjamin Netanyahu  
*BCC: GMC 4643-13 applicants and observers

Democrat: Eli Elihu & English Democrats: Steve Uncles:  
Eli Elihu (eli@ourcandor.com); Mr. Steve Uncles (SteveUncles@EngDem.org); Kevin Riddiough (kevinriddiough@engdem.org); British Democrats: Andrew Brons (enquiries@britishdemocraticparty.org)

Request Asst of Counsel:  
Judge James Gray (jimpgray@sbcglobal.net); Prof Dr Frank Arloth (poststelle@stmj.bayern.de); Daniel Kettiger: Kettiger Law Solutions (info@kettiger.ch); Center of Competence for Public Management (daniel.kettiger@kpm.unibe.ch); Katya Komisaruk (justcause@lawcollective.org); Paul Harris (guerrillalaw@earthlink.net); Ivan Pavlov (ipavlov@sobodainfo.org); Erin Brockovich (erin@brockovich.com).

David Hoffman (apareview@sidley.com); Sidley Austin LLP: David Hoffman (david.hoffman@sidley.com); Coalition for an Ethical Psychology: Spokesperson: Jean Maria Arrigo (jmarrigo@peat-intel.org); APA: Div 34: PresElect: Robert Gifford (rgifford@uvic.ca); Div 19: Paul Bartone (bartonep@ndu.edu); Warrior Sci: LtCol Dave Grossman (info@killology.com)

Donald Rumsfeld & Oklahoma City Bombing: Prosecutors and Accused Counsel:  
Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com); 96-CR-68-M US Attorneys: Patrick Ryan (pryan@ryanwhaley.com); Beth Wilkinson (bwillkinson@paulweiss.com); OKC Accused Counsel: Timothy McVeigh: Stephen Jones (sjones@stephenjoneslaw.com); Rob Nigh (rnigh@brewsterlaw.com); Richard Burr (Dick@BurrrandWelch.com); Terry Nichols: Michael Tigar (mtigar@wcl.american.edu); Michael Fortier: Michael McGuire via: Tulsa County Bar Association: Exec Dir: Kevin Cousins (kevinc@tulsabar.com); Former CA Governor Gray Davis (gdavis@leeb.com)

Radical Honesty Fraud: Prosecutors:  
Page County: Kenneth L Alger II (kalger@pagecounty.virginia.gov); Arlington County City of Falls Church: Theo Stamos (TStamos@vacao.com)

PM Benjamin Netanyahu (pm_eng@pmo.gov.il)

Democrat: Eli Elihu & English Democrats: Steve Uncles

Publication of EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli Elihu; (ii) English Democrats: Steve Uncles

Please Note that -- until I have found Masonic War is Peace attorneys [Req. Asst of Counsel: PDF]; psychologists [Psych: PDF] and/or court that (a) consider me entitled to a free and fair military necessity trial by an impartial court of Judges capable of hearing constructive criticism about the fuck up that is their or the Masonic War is Peace cult social contract religion; irrespective of whether I am the one and only village idiot on the planet who has such heretical Ecology of Peace anti-masonic beliefs, or whether there are only a handful of people on the planet who support my heretical anti-masonic beliefs [D. Rumsfeld: PDF; OKC PDF]; (b) evaluate my Ecology of Peace Factual Reality statements, actions and motives in accordance to my subjective and the objective truth and evidence; the whole truth and evidence; and nothing but the truth and evidence [RH Fraud: VA Pros Theo Stamos PDF]; and (c) my Radical
Honoursty Ecology of Peace culture is legally acknowledged [EoP legal submissions] -- my correspondence to you shall not be published in EoP v WiP negotiations correspondence found at MILED Clerk Notice; but shall be published at: Practicing Radical Honoursty [EoP | WiP].

Ecology of Peace Facts Reality: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and non-renewable resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and international inter-cultural, racial and religious resource war conflict; humans must reform and/or abolish the Masonic War is Peace international law social contract; and cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens, from all races, religions and classes; to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.

Should either of you or your political party leadership or members desire my departure from this planet; because I ‘appear to be a complete waste of oxygen’. I have been attempting to make arrangements for my departure from this Masonic infested planet of gutless cowards for fifteen years now. All I have asked is for South African and/or International authorities or Oklahoma City bombing prosecutors and/or counsel to confirm with President Bush and/or Governor Gray Davis that Timothy McVeigh’s execution was faked; and whether the terms of his faked execution allow for me to physically spend two years with Timothy McVeigh off grid in a little village in the Siberian wilderness; before we depart this planet together.

So far South African and/or International prosecutors, lawyers, magistrates, judges, politicians and Oklahoma City bombing prosecutors and counsel refuse to confirm with President Bush and/or Governor Gray Davis that Timothy McVeigh’s execution was faked; so I have been unable to find out whether the terms of his faked execution allow for me to physically spend two years with Timothy McVeigh off grid in a little village in the Siberian wilderness; before we depart this planet together.

If you or your fuck honour political party leaders are willing to confirm with President Bush and/or Governor Gray Davis that Timothy McVeigh’s execution was faked; and find out whether the terms of Timothy McVeigh’s faked execution allow for me to physically spend two years with Timothy McVeigh off grid in a little village in the Siberian wilderness; before we depart this planet together; then we can expedite your desire for my departure from this planet; so I don’t consume any more of your or your fuck honour political party’s oxygen.

Respectfully,

Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

BCC: GMC 4643-13: Lara Johnstone et al v Brad Blanton et al:
EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli Elihu; (ii) English Democrats: Steve Uncles; to be published at Practicing Radical Honesty [EoP | WiP]; including PRH Update.

[...]

Bissell; President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office; Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta; David Petraeus; Stan McChrystal; Ray O'Dierno & John Mulholland co Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff; Observers: Judge Jay Bybee; David Coombs Office; Zbigniew Brzezinski; Major General Dana Pittard; Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster; John W. Whitehead; Donald Rumsfeld; USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn; Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs; Holy See in London – Nuntius; Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary; Arif Hasan Akhundzada; USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base.
From: EoP MILED Clerk
Date: Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 11:20 PM
To: "APA Review: David Hoffman", "Sidley Austin LLP: David Hoffman" [PDF]
CC: Ethical Psychology; American Psychology Association, Killology; Critical Psyc [PDF]
Subject: Credible experts; Psych researchers fear of context; STRATINT; draft of eoP Homer Lea bio.

From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 11:20 PM
Subject: Credible experts; Psych researchers fear of context; STRATINT; draft of eoP Homer Lea bio.
To: "APA Review: David Hoffman" <apareview@sidley.com>, "Sidley Austin LLP: David Hoffman" 
< david.hoffman@sidley.com >
Cc: "CFP Associates LLC: Anthony Pinizzotto" < CFPAssociates@gmail.com >, Coalition for Ethical
Psychology < coalitionfep@ethicalpsychology.org >, Stephen Soldz < ssoldz@ethicalpsychology.org >,
Stephen Reisner < sreisner@ethicalpsychology.org >, Jean Maria Arrigo < jmarriego@ethicalpsychology.org >,
Roy Eidelson < reidelson@ethicalpsychology.org >, Trudy Bond < tbond@ethicalpsychology.org >, "Physicians for Human Rights: Christy Carnegie Fujio" 
< cfujio@philr. Harvard.edu >, Scott A Allen < LRoger@lifespan.org >, Nathaniel Raymond < nrayment@hsph.harvard.edu >, "Race Culture Psychology and Law: Kimberly Barrett" 
<kimberly.barrett@wright.edu >, William H George < bgeorge@u.washington.edu >, Judie Philipson < jphilipson@behavioralsciencesgroup.com >, Susan E Brandon < susan.brandon@ic.fbi.gov >,"World Psychiatry: Secretariat" < wpasecretariat@wpans.org >, "Intl Psychogeriatric Assoc: Secretariat" < ipa-
info@ipa-online.org >, Meeting Secretariat < ipameetingsecretariat@mcgroup.com >, Intl Soc
Psychiatric Genetics < info@ispg.net >, Intl Journal Forensic Mental Health < iafmhs@iafmhs.org >,
"American Psych Assoc: Practice Org" < pracgovt@apa.org >, Public Policy < ppo@apa.org >, Legal
Regulatory Affairs < pralleg@apa.org >, State Advocacy < state@apa.org >, Rural Psychology
<rural@apa.org >, Graduate Students < apags@apa.org >, Division Services < division@apa.org >, Central
Programs < centralprograms@apa.org >, "Ethnic Minority Affairs: Office" < oema@apa.org >, Tiffany
Townsend < twonsend@apa.org >, Alberto Figueroa-Garcia < afigueroa@apa.org >, Sandra Mattar < sandra.mattar23@gmail.com >, "Montclair: Muninder Alhuwalia" < ahuwalia@mail.montclair.edu >,
"Rosebud Indian Health Svc: Daniel Foster" < Daniel.Foster@ihs.gov >, "Duquesne: Scott Graves"
< gravess@duq.edu >, "N Dakota: Wendy Graves" < wptersphd@gmail.com >, "Women: Shari Miles-
Cohen" < smiles@apa.org >, Tanya Burwell < tburwell@apa.org >, "SocioEconomic Div: Keyona King-
Tsikata" < kking-tsikata@apa.org >, "Military Psychology Div: K Cooke" < kcooke@apa.org >,
"Div 18: Kellie Condon" < Kellie.Condon@va.gov >, "Div 43: Family Psych: Patrick Morrison"
<pmorris@mhstanford.org >, "Div 41: Psych-Law Society: Kathy Gaskey" < apals@ec.rr.com >, "Div 37: Family
Policy" < ms446@evansville.edu >, American Psychologist Editor < apeditor@apa.org >, "Warrior
Sci: LtCol Dave Grossman" < info@killology.com >, "UDavis: Cheryl Welsh" < welsh@dcn.davis.ca.us >,
"Earthpulse: Dr Nich Begich" < info@earthpulse.com >, "LSE: Inst Soc Psych: Daniel Linehan"
<d.p.linehan@lse.ac.uk >, VBukovsky via Anthony Stadlen < stadlen@aol.com >, Dennis Fox
<fox@dennisfox.net >, Prof JA Schaler < schaler@american.edu >

TO: APA Review: David Hoffman (apareview@sidley.com); Sidley Austin LLP: David Hoffman
(david.hoffman@sidley.com)
CC: Ethical Psychology; American Psych Assoc; Killology; Critical Psych

APA Review:
David Hoffman (apareview@sidley.com); Sidley Austin LLP: David Hoffman
(david.hoffman@sidley.com)
Ref: EoP Axis: Intl Psych [PDF]; 12 July: Hoffman APA Review Report: Sincere conflict problem solving focus; or bullshit the public relations event?

**Ethical Psychology:**
CFP Associates LLC: Anthony Pinizzotto (CFPAssociates@gmail.com); Coalition for Ethical Psychology (coalitionfep@ethicalpsychology.org); Stephen Soldz (ssoldz@ethicalpsychology.org); Stephen Reisner (sreisner@ethicalpsychology.org); Jean Maria Arrigo (jmarrigo@ethicalpsychology.org); Roy Eidelson (reidelson@ethicalpsychology.org); Trudy Bond (tbond@ethicalpsychology.org); Physicians for Human Rights: Christy Carnegie Fujio (cfujio@phrusa.org); Scott A. Allen (LRogers@lifespan.org); Signal Program on Human Security & Technology: Nathaniel Raymond (nrayment@hsph.harvard.edu); Race Culture Psychology and Law: Kimberly Barrett (kimberly.barrett@wright.edu); William H George (bgeorge@u.washington.edu); Judie Philipson (jphilipson@behavorialsiencesgroup.com); Susan E Brandon (susan.brandon@ic.fbi.gov)

**World Psychiatry:** Secretariat (wpasecretariat@wpanet.org); Intl Psychogeriatric Assoc: Secretariat (ipa-info@ipa-online.org); Meeting Secretariat (ipameetingsecretariat@mci-group.com); Intl Soc Psychiatric Genetics (info@ispg.net); Intl Journal Forensic Mental Health (iafmhs@iafmhs.org)

**American Psych Assoc:** Practice Org (pracgovt@apa.org); Public Policy (ppo@apa.org); Federal Advocacy (pracgovt@apa.org); Legal Regulatory Affairs (praclegal@apa.org); State Advocacy (state@apa.org); Rural Psychology (rural@apa.org); Graduate Students (apags@apa.org); Division Services (division@apa.org); Central Programs (centralprograms@apa.org); Ethnic Minority Affairs: Office (omega@apa.org); Tiffany Townsend (ttownsend@apa.org); Alberto Figueroa-Garcia (afigueroa@apa.org); Sandra Mattar (sandra.mattar23@gmail.com); Montclair: Muninder Alhuwalia (ahuwaliam@mail.montclair.edu); Rosebud Indian Health Svc: Daniel Foster (Daniel.Foster@ihs.gov); Duquesne: Scott Graves (gravess@duq.edu); NDakota: Wendy Graves (wpetersphd@gmail.com); Div 45: Culture Ethnicity Race Soc (division@apa.org); Women: Shari Miles-Cohen (smiles@apa.org); Tanya Burwell (tburrwell@apa.org); SocioEconomic Div: Keyona King-Tsikata (kking-tsikata@apa.org); Military Psychology Div: K Cooke (kcooke@apa.org); Div 18: Kellie Condon (Kellie.Condon@va.gov); Div 43: Family Psych: Patrick Morrison (pmorrison@rmhstanford.org); Div 41: Psych-Law Society: Kathy Gaskey (apls@ecrr.com); Div 37: Family Policy (ms446@evansville.edu); American Psychologist Editor (apeditor@apa.org)

**Killology:**
Warrior Sci: LtCol Dave Grossman (info@killology.com);

**Critical Psych:**
UDavis: Cheryl Welsh (welsh@dcn.davis.ca.us); Earthpulse: Dr Nick Begich (info@earthpulse.com); LSE: Inst Soc Psych: Daniel Linehan (d.p.linehan@lse.ac.uk); VBukovsky via Anthony Stadlen (stadlen@aol.com); Dennis Fox (fox@dennisfox.net); Prof JA Schaler (schaler@american.edu);

Credible experts; Psych researchers fear of context; STRATINT; draft of eOP Homer Lea bio.

Transparency copy of correspondence of possible interest regarding Ecology of Peace culture’s perspective on strategic intelligence; credible experts and the drafting of Homer Lea biography; including ‘quality of evidence in context’ as related to expert credibility; excerpt of Prof Mary
Boyle importance of context – Is clinical psychology fearful of social context? Why we might be, why it matters and what we might do about it; with regard to context -- speech; and commentary on WiP – aka Masonic War is Peace – psychology.

Both sides of the Masonic War is Peace – namely the ‘mental disorders exist’ and the ‘mental disorders don’t exist, psychiatry is a fraud – divide are afraid of confronting their ‘fear of context’ research mistakes.

In their case including context – such as: could what they call ‘mental disoders’ simply be the canary on the frontlines in the Masonic War is Peace toxic culture coalmine; whose cognitive and behavioural coping mechanisms symptoms of individuals experiencing racial, ideological, class or cultural existential identity and/or resource conflict anxiety resulting from population pressures colliding with declining resources; which are the direct consequences of the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ clauses of international law social contract? -- in their research for the ‘causes of mental disorder misery; would result in them either (a) admitting their mistakes and enaging in truthseeking research; or (b) ignoring the canaries; covering up their mistakes; and ultimately psychiatry and psychology drive their 500 tonne train over their ‘fuck ecological carrying capacity gravity laws’ ‘matchstick bridge’.

EoP RH Culture Info has more info on EoP culture’s perspective on WiP ‘fuck ecological carrying capacity gravity law’s matchstick bridges.

EoP v WiP Neg updates pending reinstatement of deleted EoP weebly websites.

Pending reinstatement of EoP accounts on Weebly: A copy of this correspondence is documented at: (A) SQSwans PRH: EoP v WiP NWO Neg CC and/or EoP Axis; (B) EoP Axis: Intnl Psych [PDF].

Respectfully,

Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Oct 25, 2016 at 2:43 PM
Subject: Draft of EoP Homer Lea bio; STRATINT; credible experts; psych researchers fear of context
To: "Homer Lea Research Center: Lawrence M. Kaplan" <larsk@verizon.net>, Roger Yung Homer Lea Site <rogeryung@homerleasite.com>
Cc: Dr John Breeding <jbreeding2@austin.rr.com>, Ivan Alexander <humancafe@aol.com>, Psychiatric Drug Facts <psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com>, "Oxford: Psych: Iain McGilchrist" <iain.mcgilchrist@allsouls.ox.ac.uk>, "West Cork Mental Health Services: Pat Bracken" <info@recoveryourmentalhealth.com>, Rodri Huws <r.huws@sheffield.ac.uk>, "PrimalTherapy: Arthur
Janov” <primalctr@mac.com>, "Models of Madness: John Read" <j.read@auckland.ac.nz>, "They Say Youre Crazy: Paula Caplan" <Paulacaplan@post.harvard.edu>, "Schizophrenia a Scientific Delusion: Mary Boyle" <c.wickham@uel.ac.uk>, Jim Orford <j.f.orford@bham.ac.uk>, "Users and Abusers of Psychiatry: Lucy Johnstone" <L.C.Johnstone@bristol.ac.uk>, "Whores of the Court: Margaret Hagen" <margarethagen@gmail.com>, David Petraeus <david.petraeus@kkr.com>, "Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co: Henry Kravis" <kravh@kkr.com>, "Williams & Connolly LLP: Robert Barnett" <rbarnett@wc.com>, "Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group" <info@fsgroup.com>, "Counsel: Victoria Toensing"<dt@diGenovaToensing.com>, "GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe" <Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov>, "Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell" <SBissell@migop.org>

Edit Note: Added: EoP Applicants [PDF]: David Petraeus, Erik Prince; EoP Axis: Intnl Psych [PDF]

TO: Homer Lea Research Center: Lawrence M. Kaplan (larsk@verizon.net) 
TO: Roger Yung Homer Lea Site (rogeryung@homerleasite.com) 
Ref: EoP v WiP NWo Neg: 23 Oct: South China Morning Post .. Pentacon.

CC: EoP Applicants: David Petraeus & Erik Prince 
Ref: EoP Axis: 22 Oct: David Petraeus & Erik Prince: EoP App strategic path foundation of Pro-EoP Applicant or Pro WiP American

CC: WiP Critical Psychiatry Experts 
Ref: Prof Mary Boyle: Is clinical psychology fearful of social context?. Why we might be, why it matters and what we might do about it.

**WiP Critical Psychiatry Experts:**
Dr John Breeding (jbreeding2@austin.rr.com); Ivan Alexander (humancafe@aol.com); Psychiatric Drug Facts (psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com); [Oxford: Psych: Iain McGilchrist (iain.mcgilchrist@allsouls.ox.ac.uk)]; West Cork Mental Health Services: Recover Your Mental Health: Pat Bracken (info@recoveryourmentalhealth.com); Rodri Huws (r.huws@sheffield.ac.uk); PrimalTherapy: Arthur Janov (primalctr@mac.com); Toxic Psychiatry: Peter Breggin (psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com); Models of Madness: John Read (j.read@auckland.ac.nz); They Say Youre Crazy: Paula Caplan (Paulacaplan@post.harvard.edu); Schizophrenia a Scientific Delusion: Mary Boyle (c.wickham@uel.ac.uk); Jim Orford (j.f.orford@bham.ac.uk); [Users and Abusers of Psychiatry: Lucy Johnstone (L.C.Johnstone@bristol.ac.uk)]; Whores of the Court: Margaret Hagen (margarethagen@gmail.com)

**David Petraeus & Erik Prince**
David Petraeus (david.petraeus@kkr.com); Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co: Henry Kravis (kravh@kkr.com); Williams & Connolly LLP: Robert Barnett (rbarnett@wc.com); Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group (info@fsgroup.com); Counsel: Victoria Toensing (dt@diGenovaToensing.com); GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov); Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell (SBissell@migop.org)

**Draft of eoP Homer Lea bio; STRATINT; credible experts; psych researchers fear of context**

* Summary of Updated draft of Homer Lea biography summary decision-making
* Researching Homer Lea
* Credible -- Homer Lea; or other topic -- expert
* Off the cuff summary of EoP perspective of credible expert ethics characteristics:
* EoP v Homer Lea Strategic Intelligence Goals:
* Psychology Researchers confront their fear of confronting context in their research

**Updated draft of Homer Lea biography summary:**

Most recent EoP draft of Homer Lea biography with feedback from Lawrence Kaplan:

Homer Lea, a Caucasian American writer, was best known as the white American Chief of Staff, soldier of fortune military adviser to Chinese revolutionary leader Dr. Sun Yat-sen during the 1911 Chinese Republican Revolution. As a published author, his most well known works included, "The Vermilion Pencil," a popular romance novel about China, made into a play named the Crimson Spider; and "The Valor of Ignorance" and "The Day of the Saxon," part of a three volume trilogy that focused on American and British defense issues, respectively. Lea died in 1912 before he could complete the third volume of his trilogy -- which according to Homer Lea researcher Roger Yung, but disputed by Homer Lea researcher Lawrence Kaplan -- could have been titled, The Swarming of the Slavs -- that would have examined democracy and the inter-relations of world powers.

Response to Lawrence Kaplan’s constructive criticism editing suggestions on Homer Lea biography:

I am not researching Homer Lea off or on the internet; nor have I ever pretended to be researching Homer Lea. I don’t care if Roger Yung is a trained historian or a self taught historian. I care if he – or anyone – is a sincere truthseeker researcher.

It is quite possible that Roger Yung has according to subjectively held information and evidence available to him; included what you consider to be “undocumented/hearsay information”; based upon subjectively held information and evidence available to you.

Roger Yung does provide a clear caveat on his Homer Lea Site front page regarding his Homer Lea research on his website; which clearly informs any reader that:

If you want to know more about Homer Lea, the information you receive may be confusing, incomplete, and contradictory, perhaps even fraudulent and controversial. .... Many historians will not touch the subject. If we keep an open mind and are willing to explore through open discussion, we will be able to piece together a more complete picture of this rather enigmatical man. .... As you walk through each web page, one attempts to answer the same puzzling question - Who is Homer Lea? If you can look at the whole picture, the people, the time, the milieu surrounding him, one may be at a loss for words attempting to describe the entire man and what he stood for.

Perhaps the information you provided Roger was not sufficiently evidentiary for him to consider worthy of correcting what you consider his errors. Perhaps he is not sincerely interested in truthseeking; or perhaps there are other reasons.

In the absence of knowing Homer Lea related (i) facts that you both agree upon; (ii) the evidence and information you both hold, and your decision-making in terms of arriving at your particular working hypothesis conclusion interpretation of such facts; I am not able to provide you with my subjective interpretation of whose ‘interpretation’ is more accurate or logical or reasonable.
If you are buck stops here truthseekers engaged in finding the truth about Homer Lea; then you may be able to cooperate and find the facts; which you can agree upon; although your interpretation of such facts may be different; and if you are honourable men; you can agree to disagree on that particular Homer Lea issue in dispute; until you have more buck stops here facts; and still cooperate on other Homer Lea research issues.

If at some point in time you make a decision that both of you are buck stops here truthseekers about the issue; and you cannot come to agreement about whose interpretation is more accurate; you can find an impartial truthseeking arbitration expert – i.e. whose truthseeking on any issue is based upon ‘truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth, based upon the evidence, the whole evidence and nothing but the evidence’; irrespective of whether the truth offends Homer Lea researchers and or anyone else -- to provide you with their interpretation as to whose interpretation they consider more accurate or reasonable.

The biographic sentence of Homer Lea that I authored; is not of major importance to the issues that I am researching; as long as it is accurate in simple english a village idiot can understand; I am happy with it.

Here follows more detailed info on Updated draft of Homer Lea biography summary decision-making

Re: Researching Homer Lea:

I am not researching Homer Lea off or on the internet; nor have I ever pretended to be researching Homer Lea.

I and others, have been researching the root cause of the majority of socio-economic and political problems resulting from resource depletion and resource wars: including among others: climate change, food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change, terrorism, feminism, nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police, etc.

We have identified the root causes as the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ Masonic War is Peace clauses of international law; and are busy in EoP v WiP NWO Negotitions enquiry to determine what if any military, legal, political, religious, racial will there is for cooperating to nullify the Masonic War is Peace ‘right to breed and consume’ clauses of international law; and replace them with Ecology of Peace clauses that restrict all the worlds citizens from all nations, of all races and religions to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits; and eliminating violators from the planetary genepool.

That is what I and others; have been researching off and on the internet.

Re: Credible -- Homer Lea; or other topic -- expert:

I don't care if someone is an official historian; ie. licenced by a WiP academic institute; such as yourself; or a self taught historian, such as Roger Yung; an official soldier; i.e. licenced by an official military academic institute; such as General James Cartwright or David Petraeus; or a self taught guerrilla soldier; like Homer Lea.
Off the cuff summary of EoP perspective of credible expert ethics characteristics:

My concern regarding the credibility of any individual’s – expert or self taught – information; is the quality of their evidence in context; which as far as I can tell is a consequence of their (a) sincere commitment to truthseeking on the particular issue; i.e. when provided with evidence contradicting a particular hypothesis to sincerely investigate it and if proven correct; to take responsibility for admitting their mistake; and (b) to consider their working hypothesis conclusion within context.

An alleged expert who refuses to (a) sincerely consider and examine contrarian evidence, including contextual evidence; (b) admit a mistake; if or when provided with evidence that contradicts a pillar of their evidence upholding their particular working hypothesis conclusion; has an agenda that is not truthseeking, but something else; whether ego careerism, self deception about his commitment to truthseeking, etc.

A ‘problem solving’ expert has additional responsibilities; such as es to (a) enquire in to the root causes of the particular problem they are representing themselves as an expert at solving; (b) when root cause problem is discovered, honestly communicate such root cause problem they are alleged experts at solving; (c) once the root cause has been shared with the client; determining whether there is sufficient will to eliminate the root causes of the problem.

If the client is a large organization such as a corporation or state for example; the problem solving issue is more complicated; and depends on numerous factors; such as for example: will of the ‘strategic decision-maker’; their advisors, etc.

If a problem solving experts individual client is not sincere about problem solving the particular problem; a sincere problem solving expert should confront the client with the possibility that they are not sincere; but only engaged in a bullshit the public relations image management exercise; and if the client is not wiling to demonstrate their sincere commitment to problem solving; terminate their problem solving expertise towards such client as not being sincerely interested in problem solving their particular problem; until such client changes their mind, if ever.

Generally speaking such a client would – consciously or unconsciously -- not really want the problem solved, they only want to pretend to be solving the problem, so they can market themselves as an alleged ‘problem solver’ for socio-political or economic profits; while actually unconsciously or consciously deliberately and covertly perpetuating the problem for thier own political and/or economic profits. They are parasitically covertly profiteering off not solving the problem; while overtly and publicly pretending to be concerned about helping to solve the problem.

EoP v Homer Lea Strategic Intelligence Goals:

I did read Homer Lea’s book: Valour of Ignorance; some of which I found very informative; such as my EoP interpretation of Homer Lea’s writings; as published at Military Gospel according to Homer Lea.

“Investigation shows that whenever two nations have become engaged in warfare they have been advancing on converging lines of (resource acquisition for growing consumption or
procreation) self-interest and aggrandizement. When the contact takes place, the struggle for supremacy, or even survival is at hand. This inevitable hour is approximately fixed and determined by the angles of convergence plus the sum of the relative (consumption / breeding war) speed by which the nations are moving along their respective lines. Thus it is that, when the angle of (breeding / consumption war) convergence of both or even one of the nations is acute and the speed or progress along one or both of the converging lines correspondingly great, war results in a few years or decades."

I don't think my strategic intelligence goals are exactly the same as Homer Lea's. Similar in some aspects; yes, but identical; I don't think so. That is not to say that there is not much that I can learn from the lessons he learnt, his experience; as I can from anyone else; particularly their willingness to confront themselves and admit their mistakes.

“To free a nation from error is to enlighten the individual, and only to the degree that the individual will be receptive of truth can a nation be free from that vanity which ends with national ruin.” – Homer Lea

**

“It is necessary for you to learn from other's mistakes. You will not live long enough to make them all yourself.” -- Eleanor Roosevelt and/or Admiral Hyman Rickover.

**

"An academic reactor or reactor plant almost always has the following basic characteristics: (1) It is simple. (2) It is small. (3) It is cheap. (4) It is light. (5) It can be built very quickly. (6) It is very flexible in purpose ("omnibus reactor"). (7) Very little development is required. It will use mostly "off-the-shelf" components. (8) The reactor is in the study phase. It is not being built now.

"On the other hand, a practical reactor plant can be distinguished by the following characteristics: (1) It is being built now. (2) It is behind schedule. (3) It is requiring an immense amount of development on apparently trivial items. Corrosion, in particular, is a problem. (4) It is very expensive. (5) It takes a long time to build because of the engineering development problems. (6) It is large. (7) It is heavy. (8) It is complicated.

"The tools of the academic-reactor designer are a piece of paper and pencil with an eraser. If a mistake is made, it can always be erased and changed. If the practical-reactor designer errs, he wears the mistake around his neck; it cannot be erased. Everyone can see it.

"The academic-reactor designer is a dilettante. He has not had to assume any real responsibility in connection with his projects. He is free to luxuriate in elegant ideas, the practical shortcomings of which can be relegated to the category of "mere technical details." The practical-reactor designer must live with these same technical details. Although recalcitrant and awkward, they must be solved and cannot be put off until tomorrow. Their solutions require manpower, time and money." -- Admiral Hyman Rickover; Letter from H.G Rickover [PDF] via Wikipedia;

**

It is a human inclination to hope things will work out, despite evidence or doubt to the contrary. A successful manager must resist this temptation. This is particularly hard if one has invested much time and energy on a project and thus has come to feel possessive about it. Although it is not easy to admit what a person once thought correct now appears to be wrong,
one must discipline himself to face the facts objectively and make the necessary changes—regardless of the consequences to himself. The man in charge must personally set the example in this respect. He must be able, in effect, to “kill his own child” if necessary and must require his subordinates to do likewise. I have had to go to Congress and, because of technical problems, recommended terminating a project that had been funded largely on my say-so. It is not a pleasant task, but one must be brutally objective in his work.

-- Admiral Hyman Rickover; *Doing a Job via Gov Leaders*

**

If however two individuals strategic intelligence goals are not the same; then their ultimate strategic intelligence path is different.

Homer Lea was intent on exposing the impending war consequences; but failed to clearly and simply – in buck stops here simple english a village idiot could understand -- articulate the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits root causes of overpopulation and overconsumption converging lines of resource acquisition for growing consumption and procreation self-interest and aggrandizement.

To the extent that he was conscious of such failure to clarify the root causes; and advise those he was advising to cooperate with other nations, races and religions to address the root ‘right to breed and consume’ clauses of international law causes of war; to that extent his goals were not to honestly educate about how to end war and implement peace; but ego parasitic profiteering of pretending to solve the ‘war’ problem orientated.

To the extent that he was unconscious of such failure to clarify the root causes; and if someone had confronted him and informed him of such failure and he was (a) receptive to the constructive criticism, enquired into it; and admitted his mistakes; and altered his strategic intelligence goals advisory policy; his strategic intelligence goals would have been root cause problem solving orientated; or (b) not receptive to the constructive criticism, ignored or silenced the constructive criticism; his strategic intelligence goals would have been ego parasitic profiteering of pretending to solve problems orientated.

Its possible nobody ever provided Homer Lea with constructive criticism advise to clearly clarify the root causes of the problem he was allegedly focussed on solving; and engage in an enquiry whether there was sufficient political will to address those root causes; which could be because of many reasons: (a) he did not surround himself with; or had not found or was not even looking for; a or sufficient sincere buck stops here truthseekers to be his advisors (b) of the sincere truthseekers around at that time; on the planet; none of them were focussed on the truthseeking the particular problems Homer Lea was focussed on addressing; and consequently none of them had arrived at the root cause of the problem, and consequently the root cause of the particular problem had not been discovered.

Hence the EoP working hypothesis summary of the difference between EoP and WiP strategic intelligence policy formulators; as stated to Eeben Barlow:

[...] Re: Difference between EoP and WiP Effective Strategists & Policy Formulators:

Masonic War is Peace is about consciously or unconsciously identifying the root cause of the problem, and applying STRATINT to deliberately perpetuate the problem indefinitely so as to socio-politically and financially parastically profit of the misery resulting from the
problem. The tap has been left on, the bath is overflowing. Masonic War is Peace profiteers argue about what colour mops to use; who is mopping; who is hiring chinks or japs or coolies to do the mopping, blah blah.

Ecology of Peace identifies the root cause of any problem and applies STRATINT skills to eliminate the root cause of the problem. EoP Applicants [PDF] identified 'the right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits clauses' - aka policy - of the Masonic War is Peace international law social contract; as the root cause of the majority of socio-economic and political problems resulting from resource depletion and resource wars: including among others: climate change, food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change, terrorism, feminism, nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police, etc. Ecology of Peace STRATINT advisors simply point out the tap is causing the bath to overflow; and find out who is willing to cooperate to turn off the tap.


To the extent that he was unconscious of such failure to clarify the root causes; and if someone had confronted him and informed him of such failure and he was (a) receptive to the constructive criticism, enquired into it; and admitted his mistakes; and altered his strategic intelligence goals advisory policy; his strategic intelligence goals would have been root cause problem solving orientated; or (b) not receptive to the constructive criticism, ignored or silenced the constructive criticism; his strategic intelligence goals would have been ego parasitic profiteering of pretending to solve problems orientated.

Re: Psychology Researchers confront their fear of confronting context in their research:

See for example: Prof Mary Boyle: Is clinical psychology fearful of social context? Why we might be, why it matters and what we might do about it; Standing up and Speaking out about Social Context Division of Clinical Psychology at Glasgow; regarding psychologist experts 'fear' of confronting context:

“I got the very powerful impression that Laird and Clark seemed to sense that fully engaging with context would make it much more difficult to pursue their core arguments that the main causes of misery are anxiety and depression. That the major reason for misery's persistence is how people think; and that a major part of the solution is individual therapy. Now it certainly complicates funding discussions with government; as you can imagine, if they did engage with context. So this brings me to my second question, what is it about confronting well evidenced role of social context; in both the development and the persistence of mental health problems; which seems so difficult even threatening. I think there is quite a few possibilities and I'll deal with a few briefly. But familiarly over all of them is both our insecurity as a discipline and a profession. So the threats are: Its not science. Its not psychology. Creates feelings of helplessness. Need for acceptance by Psychiatry. Involves telling truth to power. .... Now psychology as a whole is intensely concerned about its academic and social acceptance; as a science. Jim Orford once said “We still suffer from an inferiority complex making us do things just because they appear scientific. So we emphasise our similarity to the biological and natural sciences. We give the highest to the methods of the natural sciences. We are also very preoccupied with avoiding accusations of social and political bias;
of being influenced by subjective values; rather than objective facts." .... Why our avoidance of context matters so much, the major implication is that our theories and research are always potentially influential. Whether we approve it, intend it or whether we are even aware of it; what we say and do will have influence in so far as particular psychological ideas become part of a construction of reality; which can then be drawn on by those with the power to frame social problems and their perceived solutions. ... It suggests that when we as psychologists conceptualize people and their problems; it becomes a kind of cultural resource; and above all, a relation to this avoidance of context; I think this model shores how our theories can help maintain the social and economic status-quo. .. through narratives of justification. Now its often been pointed out that maintaining harmful social practices or inequalities; usually needs some sort of public story; which makes them seem reasonable. And if we look at it from the point of view of those who benefit from inequalities; an especially powerful narrative is one which distracts attention from context; which could help us understand why some groups are persistently disadvantaged or suffering; why their behaviour seems difficult; and instead focuses on mental or biological characteristics; which seem to explain these outcomes. Historically psychology has provided a major role in providing these narratives. ... Now it’s important to emphasise that we don’t intend social harm, but our profession simply has to provide the intellectual framework -- and of course give it scientific respectability -- others will do the rest. ... Context also make it much more difficult for those in power to avoid addressing the psychological impact of social and economic policies; and also they are not incompatible with helping individuals. I don't think its an exaggeration to say that clinical psychology is at a watershed in terms of who we are and what we stand for. I hope we will acknowledge that how we relate to social context is absolutely central to those questions; and I also hope we will choose to implement the conference theme in major and very public ways. I think we can be both confident that we have a scientific and ethical mandate, but also I think we may be surprised at just how many allies we would have.

Both sides of the Masonic War is Peace – namely the ‘mental disorders exist’ and the ‘mental disorders don’t exist, psychiatry is a fraud – divide are afraid of confronting their ‘fear of context’ research mistakes.

In their case including context – such as: could what they call ‘mental disorders’ simply be the canary on the frontlines in the Masonic War is Peace toxic culture coalmine; whose cognitive and behavioural coping mechanisms symptoms of individuals experiencing racial, ideological, class or cultural existential identity and/or resource conflict anxiety resulting from population pressures colliding with declining resources; which are the direct consequences of the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ clauses of international law social contract? -- in their research for the ‘causes of mental disorder misery; would result in them either (a) admitting their mistakes and engaging in truthseeking research; or (b) ignoring the canaries; covering up their mistakes; and ultimately psychiatry and psychology drive their 500 tonne train over their ‘fuck ecological carrying capacity gravity laws’ ‘matchstick bridge’.

EoP RH Culture Info has more info on EoP culture’s perspective on WiP ‘fuck ecological carrying capacity gravity law’s matchstick bridges.

EoP v WiP Neg updates pending reinstatement of deleted EoP weebly websites.

A copy of prior correspondence to Homer Lea Research Center and Homer Lea Site; was documented at EoP v WiP NWO Neg: 23 Oct: South China Morning Post .. Pentacon.
EoP v WiP negotiations were – and if the hacked and deleted weebly account is reinstated; prior to termination of EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations, as a result of Planetary elite’s preference for Masonic War is Peace orgy of violence; will again be – updated at: MILED Clerk Notice.

Pending reinstatement of EoP accounts on Weebly: A copy of this correspondence is documented at: (A) SQSwans PRH: EoP v WiP NWO Neg CC and/or EoP Axis; (B) EoP Applicants [PDF]: David Petraeus, Erik Prince; EoP Axis: Intnl Psych [PDF]; EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Homer Lea Research Center, Homer Lea Site; Critical Psychology Researchers.

Respectfully,

Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]  
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA  
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant  
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
TO: Dr. Caplan and WiP Critical Psychiatry Experts
CC: EoP Applicants: David Petraeus & Erik Prince
CC: Homer Lea Site & Research Center

Sent Separately:
CC: WiP Psych: APA Review; Ethical Psychology, World Psych, American Psych Assoc
CC: WiP Psych: Werner Erhard & Brad Blanton
CC: WiP Psych: Warrior Sci: Lt Col Dave Grossman

Dr. Caplan and WiP Critical Psychiatry Experts:
Dr John Breeding (jbreeding2@austin.rr.com); Ivan Alexander (humancafe@aol.com);
Psychiatric Drug Facts (psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com); West Cork Mental Health Services:
Recover Your Mental Health: Pat Bracken (info@recoveryourmentalhealth.com); Rodri Huws
WiP Psych: APA Review: Ethical Psychology, World Psych, American Psych Assoc:
David Hoffman (apareview@sidley.com); Sidley Austin LLP: David Hoffman
david.hoffman@sidley.com); Ethical Psychology: CFP Associates LLC: Anthony Pinizzotto
(CFPAssociates@gmail.com); Coalition for Ethical Psychology
collitionfep@ethicalpsychology.org); Stephen Soldz (ssoldz@ethicalpsychology.org); Stephen
Reisner (sreisner@ethicalpsychology.org); Jean Maria Arrigo (jmarrigo@ethicalpsychology.org);
Roy Eidelson (reidelson@ethicalpsychology.org); Trudy Bond (tbond@ethicalpsychology.org);
Signal Program on Human Security & Technology: Nathaniel Raymond
(nraymond@hsph.harvard.edu); Race Culture Psychology and Law: Kimberly Barrett
(kimberly.barrett@wright.edu); William H George (bgeorge@u.washington.edu); Judie Philipson
(jphilipson@behavioralsciencesgroup.com); Susan E Brandon (susan.brandon@ic.fbi.gov); World
Psychiatry: Secretariat (wpasecretariat@wpanet.org); Intnl Psychogeriatric Assoc: Secretariat
(ipa-info@ipa-online.org); Meeting Secretariat (ipameetingsecretariat@mci-group.com); Intnl Soc
Psychiatric Genetics (info@ispg.net); Intnl Journal Forensic Mental Health
(iafmhs@iafmhs.org); American Psych Assoc: Practice Org (pracgovt@apa.org); Public Policy
(ppo@apa.org); Federal Advocacy (pracgovt@apa.org); Legal Regulatory Affairs
(praclegal@apa.org); State Advocacy (state@apa.org); Rural Psychology (rural@apa.org);
Graduate Students (apage@apa.org); Division Services (division@apa.org); Central Programs
(centralprograms@apa.org); Ethnic Minority Affairs: Office (oema@apa.org); Tiffany Townsend
ttowend@apa.org); Alberto Figueroa-Garcia (afigueroa@apa.org); Sandra Mattar
(sandra.mattar23@gmail.com); Montclair: Muninder Alhuwalia
(ahuwaliam@mail.montclair.edu); Rosebud Indian Health Svc: Daniel Foster
(Daniel.Foster@ihs.gov); Duquesne: Scott Graves (gravesse@duq.edu); NDakota: Wendy Graves
(wpetersphd@gmail.com); Div 45: Culture Ethnicity Race Soc (division@apa.org); Women: Shari
Miles-Cohen (smiles@apa.org); Tanya Burwell (tburwell@apa.org); SocioEconomic Div: Keyona
King-Tsikata (kking-tsikata@apa.org); Military Psychology Div: K Cooke (kcooke@apa.org); Div
18: Kellie Condon (Kellie.Condon@va.gov); Div 43: Family Psych: Patrick Morrison
(pmorrison@rmhstanford.org); Div 41: Psych-Law Society: Kathy Gaskey (aplse@ec.rr.com); Div
37: Family Policy (ms446@evansville.edu); American Psychologist Editor (apeditor@apa.org)
problem solving focus; or bullshit the public relations event?

WiP Psych: Werner Erhard & Brad Blanton, Billy Wimsatt et al:
Werner Erhard via Est Seminars Training (webmaster@erhardseminarstraining.com); Harvard:
Michael Jensen (mjensen@hbs.edu); Landmark Corp: VantoGrp: Steve Zaffron
(info@vantogroup.com); Landmark: Werner Erhard (info@innovativeepm.com); CC: SSRN:
Gregg Gordon (Gregg_Gordon@SSRN.Com); SSRN (management@SSRN.Com); GSE Research
(enquiries@gseresearch.com); GSE: CEO: John Peters (john.peters@gseresearch.com); Werner
Erhard Fnd: Robert Chester (rchester@berkeley.edu); Werner Erhard Fnd: Friends of Conservation: Reute Butler (info@friendsofconservation.org); Evolutionary Collective (info@evolutionarycollective.com); Economic Principals: David Warsh (warsh@economicprincipals.com); Radical Honesty (support@radicalhonesty.com); Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com); Trainers: Taber Shadburne (taber@churchofsoul.org); Clara and Jerry Griffin (venusrise@aol.com); Susan Campbell (drsusana@claraandjerrygriffin.org); Raven Dana (raven@stresswizardcoaching.com); Stephanie Roth (stephanie@leapfrogconnections.com); Marina Dervan (marina@thehonestycoach.com); Julie Gregerson-Uderitz (julie@transformingkids.org); Grace Llewellyn (GraceLlewellyn@gmail.com); Ed Greville (greville@aol.com); Keith Moon (keithmoon@telus.net); Etain O’Kane (therapybelfastlive.com); Maggie Doyle (maggie@multiversity.net); Transformation: Life Legacy of Werner Erhard: Robyn Symon (robyn@symonproductions.com); Walter Maksym (wmaksym@gmail.com); CC: Terry M Giles Esq (tg@oteam.com); Darren Mack via William J Routsis II (williamjroutsis@gmail.com)

Gamechanger Labs: Billy Wimsatt (billywimsatt@gmail.com); Rebuild the Dream; Coffee Party; Movement Strategy: Coffee Party: Egberto Willies (Egberto@coffeepartyusa.com); Bobby Rodrigo (Bobby@coffeepartyusa.com); Debilyn Molineaux (debilyn@coffeepartyusa.com); Movement Strategy: Taj James (taj@movementstrategy.org); Mimi Ho (mimi@movementstrategy.org); Rachel Burrows (rachel@movementstrategy.org); Rebuild the Dream (info@rebuildthedream.com)

Ref: 01 Feb: RH Fraud: McVeigh Faked Execution; Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics; 29 Augu: Gamechanger Labs ... Movement Strategy.

**WiP Psych: Warrior Sci: Lt Col Dave Grossman:**
LtCol Dave Grossman (info@killology.com)
Ref: 01 Feb: RH Fraud: McVeigh Faked Execution; Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics

**Homer Lea Site & Research Center:**
Homer Lea Research Center: Lawrence M. Kaplan (larsk@verizon.net); Roger Yung Homer Lea Site (rogeryung@homerleasite.com)

**David Petraeus & Erik Prince**
David Petraeus (david.petraeus@kkr.com); Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co: Henry Kravis (kravh@kkr.com); Williams & Connolly LLP: Robert Barnett (rbarnett@wc.com); Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group (info@fsgroup.com); Counsel: Victoria Toensing (dt@diGenovaToensing.com); GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov); Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell (SBissell@migop.org)
Ref: EoP Axis: 22 Oct: David Petraeus & Erik Prince: EoP App strategic path foundation of Pro-EoP Applicant or Pro WiP American

Dr. Caplan & Dr. Hagen:

**P Caplan & M Hagen: Re: credible experts; psych researchers fear of context; draft of EoP Homer Lea bio; STRATINT**

I received your “What is this, and why did I receive it?” and “Me, too. What is? Why me? I trashed it,” correspondence response to the transparency copy of Draft of EoP Homer Lea bio; STRATINT; credible experts; psych researchers fear of context. Correspondence.
It is unclear if your questions are a result of you not reading the correspondence; or whether you read it and did not understand anything in it; or whether you simply engaged in a bullshit the public relations marketing pretend I am interested response?

If you did not read it:

“The problem with being too busy to read is that you learn by experience (or by your men's experience), i.e. the hard way. By reading, you learn through others' experiences, generally a better way to do business, especially in our line of work where the consequences of incompetence are so final for young men. Thanks to my reading, I have never been caught flat-footed by any situation, never at a loss for how any problem has been addressed (successfully or unsuccessfully) before. It doesn't give me all the answers, but it lights what is often a dark path ahead.

For all the “4th Generation of War” intellectuals running around today saying that the nature of war has fundamentally changed, the tactics are wholly new, etc, I must respectfully say ... “Not really”: Alex the Great would not be in the least bit perplexed by the enemy that we face right now in Iraq, and our leaders going into this fight do their troops a disservice by not studying (studying, vice just reading) the men who have gone before us.

We have been fighting on this planet for 5000 years and we should take advantage of their experience. “Winging it” and filling body bags as we sort out what works reminds us of the moral dictates and the cost of incompetence in our profession. As commanders and staff officers, we are coaches and sentries for our units: how can we coach anything if we don't know a hell of a lot more than just the [Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures]? What happens when you're on a dynamic battlefield and things are changing faster than higher [Headquarters] can stay abreast? Do you not adapt because you cannot conceptualize faster than the enemy's adaptation? (Darwin has a pretty good theory about the outcome for those who cannot adapt to changing circumstance — in the information age things can change rather abruptly and at warp speed, especially the moral high ground which our regimented thinkers cede far too quickly in our recent fights.) And how can you be a sentinel and not have your unit caught flat-footed if you don't know what the warning signs are — that your unit's preps are not sufficient for the specifics of a tasking that you have not anticipated?

Perhaps if you are in support functions waiting on the warfighters to spell out the specifics of what you are to do, you can avoid the consequences of not reading. Those who must adapt to overcoming an independent enemy's will are not allowed that luxury.

This is not new to the USMC approach to warfighting — Going into Kuwait 12 years ago, I read (and reread) Rommel's Papers (remember “Kampstaffel”?), Montgomery's book (“Eyes Officers”...), “Grant Takes Command” (need for commanders to get along, “commanders' relationships' being more important than “command relationships”), and some others.

As a result, the enemy has paid when I had the opportunity to go against them, and I believe that many of my young guys lived because I didn't waste their lives because I didn't have the vision in my mind of how to destroy the enemy at least cost to our guys and to the innocents on the battlefields. – Gen. MadDog Mattis: Too busy to read?

If you read it and did not understand any of it's Ecology of Peace terms:
I sent it to you because I thought some of its contents may be of interest to you and your critical psychology colleagues; considering your status as a ‘critical psychiatry’ professionals; and prior EoP correspondence to you and hundred of mainstream and critical psychiatry officials – See for example Ref link under your Email addresses – enquiring whether any of you would be interested in cooperating in EoP root cause problem solving of what you refer to as ‘mental disorders’; or even in clarifying how or where EoP root cause problem solving principles were in error; and if so EoP Applicants would amend them.

If my interpretation as to your possible interest in root cause problem solving was inaccurate; feel free to let me know so that I can remove you from this correspondence; and/or feel free to delete; and my apologies for bothering you.

My interpretation of you being a ‘critical psychiatry expert’ is based upon among others: my knowledge of your critical psychiatry book: They Say You're Crazy: How The World's Most Powerful Psychiatrists Decide Who's Normal, and Losing Labels to Find Ourselves

The correspondence in question made reference to Ecology of Peace culture’s perspective on strategic intelligence; credible experts and the drafting of Homer Lea biography; which included excerpts of Prof Mary Boyle’s – Is clinical psychology fearful of social context?. Why we might be, why it matters and what we might do about it – speech.

“I got the very powerful impression that Laird and Clark seemed to sense that fully engaging with context would make it much more difficult to pursue their core arguments that the main causes of misery are anxiety and depression. That the major reason for misery's persistence is how people think; and that a major part of the solution is individual therapy. Now it certainly complicates funding discussions with government; as you can imagine, if they did engage with context. So this brings me to my second question, what is it about confronting well evidenced role of social context; in both the development and the persistence of mental health problems; which seems so difficult even threatening. I think there is quite a few possibilities and I'll deal with a few briefly. But familiarly over all of them is both our insecurity as a discipline and a profession. So the threats are: Its not science. Its not psychology. Creates feelings of helplessness. Need for acceptance by Psychiatry. Involves telling truth to power. .... Now psychology as a whole is intensely concerned about its academic and social acceptance; as a science. Jim Orford once said "We still suffer from an inferiority complex making us do things just because they appear scientific. So we emphasise our similarity to the biological and natural sciences. We give the highest to the methods of the natural sciences. We are also very preoccupied with avoiding accusations of social and political bias; of being influenced by subjective values; rather than objective facts." .... Why our avoidance of context matters so much, the major implication is that our theories and research are always potentially influential. Whether we approve it, intend it or whether we are even aware of it; what we say and do will have influence in so far as particular psychological ideas become part of a construction of reality; which can then be drawn on by those with the power to frame social problems and their perceived solutions. ... It suggests that when we as psychologists conceptualize people and their problems; it becomes a kind of cultural resource; and above all, a relation to this avoidance of context; I think this model shores how our theories can help maintain the social and economic status-quo. .. through narratives of justification. Now its often been pointed out that maintaining harmful social practices or inequalities; usually needs some sort of public story; which makes them seem reasonable. And if we look at it from the point of view of those who benefit from inequalities; an especially powerful narrative is one which distracts attention from context; which could help us understand why some groups are persistently disadvantaged or suffering; why their behaviour seems difficult; and instead focuses on mental or biological characteristics; which
seem to explain these outcomes. Historically psychology has provided a major role in providing these narratives. ... Now it’s important to emphasise that we don't intend social harm, but our profession simply has to provide the intellectual framework -- and of course give it scientific respectability -- others will do the rest. ... Context also make it much more difficult for those in power to avoid addressing the psychological impact of social and economic policies; and also they are not incompatible with helping individuals. I don't think its an exageration to say that clinical psychology is at a watershed in terms of who we are and what we stand for. I hope we will acknowledge that how we relate to social context is absolutely central to those questions; and I also hope we will choose to implement the conference theme in major and very public ways. I think we can be both confident that we have a scientific and ethical mandate, but also I think we may be surprised at just how many allies we would have."

The excerpts of Ms Boyle’s speech was followed by EoP commentary on WiP – aka Masonic War is Peace – psychology; addiction to profiteering of misery.

Both sides of the Masonic War is Peace – namely the ‘mental disorders exist’ and the ‘mental disorders don’t exist, psychiatry is a fraud – divide are afraid of confronting their ‘fear of context’ research mistakes.

In their case including context – such as: could what they call ‘mental disorders’ simply be the canary on the frontlines in the Masonic War is Peace toxic culture coalmine; whose cognitive and behavioural coping mechanisms symptoms of individuals experiencing racial, ideological, class or cultural existential identity and/or resource conflict anxiety resulting from population pressures colliding with declining resources; which are the direct consequences of the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ clauses of international law social contract? -- in their research for the ‘causes of mental disorder misery; would result in them either (a) admitting their mistakes and enaging in truthseeking research; or (b) ignoring the canaries; covering up their mistakes; and ultimately psychiatry and psychology drive their 500 tonne train over their ‘fuck ecological carrying capacity gravity laws’ ‘matchstick bridge’.

EoP RH Culture Info has more info on EoP culture's perspective on WiP ‘fuck ecological carrying capacity gravity laws’ matchstick bridges.

In fairness to Brad Blanton; although he also refuses to acknowledge context in his ‘noticing’ radical honesty practices – as noted in 01 Feb: RH Fraud: McVeigh Faked Execution; Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics -- or to inform his misery induced clients of the root population pressures colliding with resource depletion conformity pressures source of their ego-identity and/or resource conflict psycho-social conflict misery; he does admit – quoting Pema Chodron – that he profiteers of others misery; as noted in: What is Radical Honesty 01, 02, 03.

What does fuck honour infantile kindergarden playing with his lego’s Dr. Blanton want? From my experience: He thinks he wants to help others problem solve the causes of their misery; but he can’t grow up to buck stops here tell them the truth – heaven forbid he might offend fragile ego crackers, niggers, spicks or japs and be called a ‘racist’; by fuck honour liberals, like him – so he’d rather profiteer of their misery; while withholding from them information about what they can do to cooperate with others to eliminate the root causes of population pressure resource depletion psycho-conformity resource conflict pressures.

I also know liberal progressive African women who have absolutely no problem with responsible procreation. They grew up in a South African township that make American
ghetto’s look like bourgeois upper middle class suburbs and took responsible procreation way beyond ‘responsible sex’ to no sex at all. They were still virgins at the age of 26. One of them got married and she was still a virgin. They obviously would not be threatened at all by the implementation of an international law social contract; that would require them to procreate below ecological carrying capacity limits; any more than Caster Semenya is threatened by going for a jog.

**-- EoP v WiP NWO Neg: 29 Aug: Gamechanger Labs … Movement Strategy.**

**EoP v WiP Neg updates pending reinstatement of deleted EoP weebly websites.**

EoP v WiP negotiations were – and if the hacked and deleted weebly account is reinstated; prior to termination of EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations, as a result of Planetary elite’s preference for Masonic War is Peace orgy of violence; will again be – updated at: MILED Clerk Notice.

Pending reinstatement of EoP accounts on Weebly: A copy of this correspondence is documented at: (A) SQSwans PRH: EoP v WiP NWO Neg CC and/or EoP Axis; (B) EoP Applicants [PDF]: David Petraeus, Erik Prince; EoP Axis: Intnl Psych [PDF]; EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Homer Lea Research Center, Homer Lea Site.

Respectfully,

Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
3.B

David Hoffman: American Psychological Association & CIA Torture Ethics Review Report:

Correspondence to Jean Maria Arrigo: Peat Intel: Director and Coalition for an Ethical Psychology: Spokesperson: Re: Whether Hoffman Report Review has a sincere Conflict problem solving focus; or is it a bullshit the public relations event?
We don't understand what organization you are representing. Please clarify. Thank you.

Jean Maria Arrigo

Jean Maria Arrigo, PhD
110 Oxford
Irvine, CA 92612
949-854-8841
jmarrigo@peat-intel.org
Ms Arrigo:

CC: GMC 4643-13 applicants and observers

RE: Hoffman APA Review Report: Sincere conflict problem solving focus; or bullshit the public relations event?

I never said I was representing any organization Ms. Arrigo. I consider truth, honesty and honour far more important than any corporation. If or when any corporation employing me in the past has expected me to give up truth, honesty and honour to engage in bullshit public relations; I have told them to shove their job where it fits best.

I am the village idiot Pro Se applicant in GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14: Lara Johnstone et al v Brad Blanton et al15.

I am not a member of any officially licensed corporate or non-profit organisation. I am the one and only unconditional member of the Radical Honoursty Ecology of Peace culture [EoP Oath (PDF16)].

The other individual Applicants in GMC 4643-13 are: Nanette Derenzi; Dennis McGinn; Timothy McVeigh; Erik Prince; Vladimir Putin; David Petraeus; Stan McChrystal; Ray O'Dierno & John Mulholland.

If you wish to know what organisations they are representing: You are welcome to ask them to what extent they are representing only themselves; or themselves and their respected employee organisations.

The independent Observers of proceedings are: Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit; David Coombs Office; Zbigniew Brzezinski; Major General Dana Pittard; Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster; John W. Whitehead; Donald Rumsfeld; USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn; Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs; Holy See in London – Nuntius; Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary; Arif Hasan Akhundzada; USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base.

I hope that answers your questions. Care enough about ethics or honour to answer my questions?

Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrreyn [EoP Oath (PDF17)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

Re: GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Respondents & Counsel, SA Courts; Re: EoP v WiP NWO Psych Ethics

The GMC 4643-13 applicants questions posed to International Psychology; copied to the Hoffman Report; detailing our efforts to find a South African or International Psychiatric or Psychological Organisation or Psychiatrist or Psychologist Professional whose Organizational or Individual Professional Ethics has compelled them to (i) base their psychological social conflict mitigation and reduction management therapy practice based upon Ecological Reality Facts; and (ii) testify under oath to observable Ecological factual reality in any court of law; are based on our efforts to proceed and resolve the issues in the GMC 4643-13 and 2578-14 court cases.

Ecological Reality Facts being: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and non-renewable resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.

Ann and Clive Johnstone have and continue to partially co-operate and negotiate.

All other respondents -- namely: Johnstone siblings; Radical Honesty culture; Frode & Talitha Moe and their counsel -- totally refuse to co-operate or negotiate; justifying their refusal to ignore me or refuse to negotiate based upon overt and covert [behind my back] allegations; that
I am ‘insane’; suffer from some form of insanity, crazy. I have repeatedly requested them to either apologize or to provide me with their evidence. Specifically (a) their legal definition of insanity; (b) whether their definition is based upon scientific fact; and is consequently relevant to all humans; or is only the definition of one culture; (c) if their definition is only a cultural definition relevant to their own culture; why do they apply their own cultural definition of insanity; to other cultures; such as my own; which has no or a different definition of insanity; (d) evidence for their cultural definition of insanity; irrespective of what culture’s definition of insanity they are justifying their allegations upon.

*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~* 

The respondents in GMC 4643-13: Johnstone et al v Brad Blanton et al; are as follows:

**Johnstone Family:**
Clive Johnstone (clann@telkomsa.net); Ann Johnstone (annscg@telkomsa.net); Andre Johnstone (andre_j_ct@yahoo.com); Graeme Johnstone (graeme.johnstone@gmail.com); Wendy Nelson (nelson_wendy@btinternet.com).

**Radical Honesty culture:**
Radical Honesty (support@radicalhonesty.com); Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com); Trainers: Taber Shadburne (taber@churchofsoul.org); Clara and Jerry Griffin (venusrise@aol.com); Susan Campbell (drsusan@susancampbell.com); Raven Dana (raven@stresswizardcoaching.com); Greg Small (Changemaster@startsmall.com); Stephanie Roth (stephanie@leapfrogconnections.com); Marina Dervan (marina@thehonestycoach.com); Julie Gregerson-Uderitz (julie@transforming-kids.org); Nancy Darbro (nancy.darbro@state.nm.us); Grace Llewellyn (GraceLlewellyn@gmail.com); Ed Greville (greville@aol.com); Keith Moon (keithmoon@telus.net); Etain O’Kane (therapybelfast@live.com); Maggie Doyle (maggie@multiversity.net)

*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*

The respondents in GMC 2578-14: Lara Johnstone v Frode & Talitha Moe; are as follows:

**Frode & Talitha Moe:**
Lee Moe (lee.moe@telkomsa.net); Frode Moe (fro.moe@online.no)

**Talitha Moe Children:** [Not official Respondents: Provided transparency copies only]
Denise Vockins (denvoc@yahoo.com); Halmar Vockins (hvockins@gmail.com); Jacqueline Vockins (JVockins@wesbank.co.za); Ivan Vockins (ivanvockins@webmail.co.za); Malcolm Vockins (malcolm@trojanprojects.co.za)

**Talitha and Frode Moe Counsel:**
Millers Incorporated: Mr. Fanie Botes (fanie@millers.co.za); Arno Crous (arno@millers.co.za) Mr. Botes and Crous refuse to accept correspondence from me; so I contact them via: Millers Inc Director: Douglas Henney (Douglas@phinc.co.za)

*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*

**George Magistrate and SA Dept of Justice Officials:**

**George Magistrates Court: Magistrate and Court Manager:**
SA Min of Justice: SA Courts are for Flat Earth Masonic War is Peace cultures Only:
Ministry of Justice & Correctional Service: Spokesperson: Adv Mthunzi Mhaga
(MMhaga@justice.gov.za); PA to DG Mrs Babalwa Musekwa (BMusekwa@justice.gov.za);
Director Ms Corlia Kok (ckok@justice.gov.za)

See: Confirmation that Mandelatopia SA’s courts are Masonic War is Peace courts; i.e. for
Masonic War is Peace culture citizens only [PDF]; which provides a transcript of the
 correspondence with South African Minister of Justice Officials to confirm whether South
 African courts are for all South African citizens from all cultures; or only for Masonic War is
 Peace culture citizens.

For a list of other national and international courts; to which I have filed Ecology of Peace legal
applications; current correspondence working hypothesis conclusions which confirm their status
as EoP and WiP; or WiP only [‘Masonic War is Peace courts for Masonic War is peace culture
 citizens only]; can be found at Ecology of Peace legal submissions.

*~~~~~~~~~**~~~~~~~~~*

A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in: EoP v WiP NWO negotiations Legal
Correspondence to International Psychiatry and Psychology Organisations [PDF].

Respectfully

Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

GMC 4643 Lara Johnstone v Brad Blanton Applicants & Observers:

**Applicants:** Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: US Navy Judge Advocate General co: Knowledge
and Information Services JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc; VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military
Advisory Board Members: US Army: Gen Paul Kern; Army: F.Ch.Staff; Gen Gordon Sullivan;
Pta; Timothy McVeigh; via DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE; Timothy McVeigh; NSA:
Gen Keith Alexander; Erik Prince via GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe; Michigan Republicans: Sam
Bissell; President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office; Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-
Pta; David Petraeus; Stan McChrystal; Ray O’Dierno & John Mulholland co Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff.

**Observers:** Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit; David Coombs Office;
Zbigniew Brzezinski; Major General Dana Pittard; Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster;
John W. Whitehead; Donald Rumsfeld; USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn;
Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs; Holy See in London – Nuntius; Grand
Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary; Arif Hasan Akhundzada; USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm:
Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base.

---

Karin Osler & Ctr for Conscious Leadership: Re: Psych Ethics Question

I have not received any response from the Center for Conscious Leadership to the correspondence I have repeatedly sent you and hundreds of South African and International Psychologists and Psychiatrists.

As stated in such documentation sent to you: Do you know of any psychologists or psychotherapists at the Center for Conscious Leadership or in South Africa whose Organizational or Individual Professional Ethics compel them to (i) base their psychological social conflict mitigation and reduction management therapy practice based upon Ecological Reality Facts; and (ii) testify under oath to observable Ecological factual reality in any court of law.

Ecological Reality Facts being: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and non-renewable resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.

If so: could you please let me know so that I may contact them.

A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in: EoP v WiP NWO negotiations Legal Correspondence to International Psychiatry and Psychology Organisations [PDF].

Respectfully,

Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

GMC 4643 Lara Johnstone v Brad Blanton Applicants & Observers:
Applicants: Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: US Navy Judge Advocate General co: Knowledge and Information Services JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc; VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military

Observers: Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit; David Coombs Office; Zbigniew Brzezinski; Major General Dana Pittard; Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster; John W. Whitehead; Donald Rumsfeld; USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn; Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs; Holy See in London – Nuntius; Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary; Arif Hasan Akhundzada; USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base.
TO: Eli Elihu; Silver Square Lodge #791; TO: English Democrats: Steve Uncles
CC: Request Asst of Counsel [PDF]; Psych: APA Review: Psych Ethics [PDF]; Donald Rumsfeld [PDF] & Oklahoma City Bombing: Prosecutors and Accused Counsel [PDF]; Radical Honesty Fraud: Prosecutors [PDF]; PM Benjamin Netanyahu [PDF]

Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 4:03 PM
Subject: Publication of EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli Elihu; (ii) English Democrats: Steve Uncles

18/12/2015 Edit: Oklahoma City Bombing PDF link added

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 4:03 PM
To: 'Eli Elihu'; 'Mr. Steve Uncles'; 'Kevin Riddiough'; 'British Democrats: Andrew Brons'

Subject: Publication of EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli Elihu; (ii) English Democrats: Steve Uncles

PRH Update:

[...]

Original:

TO: Eli Elihu: Silver Square Lodge #791
TO: English Democrats: Steve Uncles

CC: Request Asst of Counsel
CC: Donald Rumsfeld & Oklahoma City Bombing: Prosecutors and Accused Counsel
CC: Radical Honesty Fraud: Prosecutors
CC: PM Benjamin Netanyahu
* BCC: GMC 4643-13 applicants and observers

Democrat: Eli Elihu & English Democrats: Steve Uncles:
Eli Elihu (eli@ourcandor.com); Mr. Steve Uncles (SteveUncles@EngDem.org); Kevin Riddiough (kevinriddiough@engdem.org); British Democrats: Andrew Brons (enquiries@britishdemocraticparty.org)

Request Asst of Counsel:
Judge James Gray (jimpgray@sbcglobal.net); Prof Dr Frank Arloth (poststelle@stmj.bayern.de); Daniel Kettiger: Kettiger Law Solutions (info@kettiger.ch); Center of Competence for Public Management (daniel.kettiger@kpm.unibe.ch); Katya Komisaruk (justcause@lawcollective.org); Paul Harris (guerrillalaw@earthlink.net); Ivan Pavlov (ipavlov@svobodainfo.org); Erin Brockovich (erin@brockovich.com).

David Hoffman (apareview@sidley.com); Sidney Austin LLP: David Hoffman (david.hoffman@sidley.com); Coalition for an Ethical Psychology: Spokesperson: Jean Maria Arrigo (jmarrigo@peat-intel.org); APA: Div 34: PresElect: Robert Gifford (rgifford@uvic.ca); Div 19: Paul Bartone (bartonep@ndu.edu); Warrior Sci: LtCol Dave Grossman (info@killology.com)

Donald Rumsfeld & Oklahoma City Bombing: Prosecutors and Accused Counsel:
Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com); 96-CR-68-M US Attorneys: Patrick Ryan (pryan@ryanwhaley.com); Beth Wilkinson (bwilkinson@paulweiss.com); OKC Accused Counsel: Timothy McVeigh: Stephen Jones (sjones@stephenjoneslaw.com); Rob Nigh (rnigh@brewsterlaw.com); Richard Burr (Dick@BurrandWelch.com); Terry Nichols: Michael Tigar (mtigar@wcl.american.edu); Michael Fortier: Michael McGuire via: Tulsa County Bar Association: Exec Dir: Kevin Cousins (kevinc@tulsabar.com); Former CA Governor Gray Davis (gdavis@loeb.com)

Radical Honesty Fraud: Prosecutors:
Page County: Kenneth L Alger II (kalger@pagecounty.virginia.gov); Arlington County City of Falls Church: Theo Stamos (TStamos@vacao.com)

PM Benjamin Netanyahu (pm_eng@pmo.gov.il)

Democrat: Eli Elihu & English Democrats: Steve Uncles

Publication of EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli Elihu; (ii) English Democrats: Steve Uncles

Please Note that -- until I have found Masonic War is Peace attorneys [Req. Asst of Counsel: PDF]; psychologists [Psych: PDF] and/or court that (a) consider me entitled to a free and fair military necessity trial by an impartial court of Judges capable of hearing constructive criticism about the fuck up that is their or the Masonic War is Peace cult social contract religion; irrespective of whether I am the one and only village idiot on the planet who has such heretical Ecology of Peace anti-masonic beliefs, or whether there are only a handful of people on the planet who support my heretical anti-masonic beliefs [D. Rumsfeld: PDF; OKC PDF]; (b) evaluate my Ecology of Peace Factual Reality statements, actions and motives in accordance to my subjective and the objective truth and evidence; the whole truth and evidence; and nothing but the truth and evidence [RH Fraud: VA Pros Theo Stamos PDF]; and (c) my Radical
Honoursty Ecology of Peace culture is legally acknowledged [EoP legal submissions] -- my correspondence to you shall not be published in EoP v WiP negotiations correspondence found at MILED Clerk Notice; but shall be published at: Practicing Radical Honoursty [EoP | WiP].

Ecology of Peace Facts Reality: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and non-renewable resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and international inter-cultural, racial and religious resource war conflict; humans must reform and/or abolish the Masonic War is Peace international law social contract; and cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens, from all races, religions and classes; to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.

Should either of you or your political party leadership or members desire my departure from this planet; because I ‘appear to be a complete waste of oxygen’. I have been attempting to make arrangements for my departure from this Masonic infested planet of gutless cowards for fifteen years now. All I have asked is for South African and/or International authorities or Oklahoma City bombing prosecutors and/or counsel to confirm with President Bush and/or Governor Gray Davis that Timothy McVeigh’s execution was faked; and whether the terms of his faked execution allow for me to physically spend two years with Timothy McVeigh off grid in a little village in the Siberian wilderness; before we depart this planet together.

So far South African and/or International prosecutors, lawyers, magistrates, judges, politicians and Oklahoma City bombing prosecutors and counsel refuse to confirm with President Bush and/or Governor Gray Davis that Timothy McVeigh’s execution was faked; so I have been unable to find out whether the terms of his faked execution allow for me to physically spend two years with Timothy McVeigh off grid in a little village in the Siberian wilderness; before we depart this planet together.

If you or your fuck honour political party leaders are willing to confirm with President Bush and/or Governor Gray Davis that Timothy McVeigh’s execution was faked; and find out whether the terms of Timothy McVeigh’s faked execution allow for me to physically spend two years with Timothy McVeigh off grid in a little village in the Siberian wilderness; before we depart this planet together; then we can expedite your desire for my departure from this planet; so I don’t consume any more of your or your fuck honour political party’s oxygen.

Respectfully,

Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

BCC: GMC 4643-13: Lara Johnstone et al v Brad Blanton et al:
EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli Elihu; (ii) English Democrats: Steve Uncles; to be published at Practicing Radical Honoursly [EoP | WiP]; including PRH Update.

[...]